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Topics of Discussion

• S&S History
• Model Year 2006
• Pushrod Adjustment
• Piston Ring Alignment
• Oil Pump Fitment
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S&S History

Movie

, The only limits are those of vision.
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Model Year 2006

• Head fin-profile
• No one-way valve in breather system
• .Non-adjustable pushrod identification
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S&S Reduced Fin-Profile 4-1/8" Head
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***1/4" Vacuum line from front
head MUST be used***

Was removed for 2006 Model
Year

)

One-Way Valve From
Rear Head
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NOTE:
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One-way Valve Assembly - Removed

Vi" Vacuum line
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The only limits are those of vision.

Adjustable and Non-adjustable
Pushrods
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Adjustable Pushrod Instructions
• A. Remove spark plugs.
• B. Bring tappets to their lowest point of travel, one at a time.

NOTE - Perform this operation on one cylinder at a time. Do not turn engine
until push rod adjustment is complete.

• C. Extend pushrod adjustment to zero lash (no drag), Then extend pushrod
adjustment 4 additional turns longer. Allow 15-30 minutes for hydraulic unit to
bleed down.

• D. If pushrod can be turned with fingers after bleeding down, (Non travel
limiter) tighten jam nut on pushrod.

NOTES - It is a good idea to recheck pushrod adjustment in a new engine as
valve train may tighten up due to gasket compression and valve seat wear.

. Also available at www.sscycle.com

The only limits are those of vision.
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PART #
93-5336A
93-5337A Model Year 2005
93-5338A (600 com)
93-5339A
93-5340A
93-5341A Model Year 2006
93-5342A (546 com)
93-5343A
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Non-adjustable Pushrod
Identification
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Piston Ring Alignment
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TOP RAIL GAP

TOP COMPRESSION
RING GAP

Front Piston Ring Alignment
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BOTTOM RAIL
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TOP RAIL GAP

TOP COMPRESSION
RING GAP

Rear Piston Ring Alignment
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The only limits are those of vision.

Wrist pin breaks into the oil ring galley, Support rail must be
oriented to the cam side of the piston.
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S&S HVHP Oil Pump
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HVHP Oil Pump Benefits

• All 4 1/8" engines come with the S&S HVHP
(High Volume High Pressure) Oil Pump

• 30% more pressure
• 60% better scavenging and flow
• Increased flow to support piston oilers
• Better scavenging to prevent oil carry over

The only limits are those of vision.
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HVHPPump
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Non-HVHP Pump
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The only limits are those of vision.

Oil Pump Instructions

• Removal and installation procedures from
S&S 4-1/8" Super Sidewinder™ Plus are
included as an appendix.
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Questions?
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OIL PUMP

REMOVAL

Fig. 4-1

Fig. 4-2

4-2

1- To remove the oil pump from the engine, you must fim disconnect any oil lines, and take the
cam cover, cam and pinion shaft hardware off. If your engine is not already apart. the
pushrods, tappets, and tappet blocks must come out now.

2- Before removing anything else on the pump, loosen the pressure relief and check ball screws.

3- If you try to loosen the pressure relief and check ball screws after the body is removed, this is
what it will look like---it's much harder this way.

www.sscycle.com

http://www.sscycle.com


OIL PUMP

Fig. 4-3

Fig. 4-4: TIP: If your
engine is stHI in the bike
you may need to remove
the feed side snap ring to
allow the pump to slide
out without the shaft.

4- Now, remove the four bolts holding the outer pump body cover and lift it off.

5- Removethe snap ring from the oil pump drive gear with a set of lock ring pliers,making sure
to wear safety glasses to protect your eyes in case the ring flies off.

S&S Tech Line 608-627-8324 4-3



OIL PUMP

4-4

Fig. 4-5

6- Depending on the year and configuration of your motor there are either two hex-head or
Allen-head screwsholding the main body on still. Removethem.

7- Slidethe pump out about 112" to remove the drive gear and key from the pump driveshaft.
8- With the pump assemblyoff of the engine case,you can now remove the gears.

www.sscycle.com

http://www.sscycle.com


OIL PUMP

SERVICE

,- Inspect the pump, gears, body and the cover where they ride for chips, scrapes, nicks or gouges.
2- Typically the pump shaft seal should be replaced when the assembly is being serviced.

Remember to put the new seal in with a driver designed specifically for this task-follow the
instructions included from the manufacturer of the tool you utilize.

Fig. 4-6 & 4-7: TIP: Use the
5&5 oil pump rebuilding kit,
PN 31-6300, to make this a
complete service. Also, make
sure the Aat side of the
pump shaft seal faces the
driver during installation.

I: '"WARNINc[ I
Using oil pump components
other than those provided by
S&Smay result in an oil leak,
insuffident oil pressure and
possible engine damage.

3- The check ball seal can be reseated in two ways. First, use a cutting tool designed specifically
for the operation, clean the pump body out and then drop a ball into the seat and use a seat
driver to reshape the new seating area. Second, if you don't have access to a seat cutting tool,
use an old Evo-style pushrod coated with lapping compound and spin it to cut a new sealing
surface. Be sure to wash the body out with solvent then warm soapy water to remove all of
the lapping compound.

Fig. 4-8 & 4-9

S&S Tech Line 608-627-8324 4-5



Oil PUMP

INSTALLATION

10-

11-

1- Start the assembly process by coating all the moving parts with assembly lube.

2- Build the majority of the pump off of the motor to allow yourself one last chance to inspect
everything easily.

Be sure to use an S&Sgasket designated specifically for SSW+ engines between the pump body
and crankcase. The gasket is cut different than a stock H-D or aftermarket design and matches
up to the flow path of an S&Soil pump. Be sure the gasket does not make contact with any of
the gears.

4- Slide the pump and shaft into the crankcase-but not all the way in-keeping pressure on
the oil pump shaft from the outside.

S- When the shaft comes through the bushing and is even with the pinion gear, slide the pump
drive gear into place and then slide the shaft all the way through.

Install the two hex-head or Allen-head screws into the pump body and the gasket to hold them
in place. but do not tighten them beyond hand tight.

Rotate the gear around 50 you can insert the key into its groove on the pump shaft. Then. put
the snap ring on the shaft with the rounded edge facing towards the oil pump drive gear.

Install the pump body cover and its four screws hand tight. Rotate the drive gear and wiggle
the pump body looking for the spot where the shaft spins smoothest.

9- lighten the four body cover bolts in a cross-pattern and torque them to 90-120 inllbs oftorque.
As you tighten them be sure to roll the drive gear and ensure the pump does not bind.

Now tighten the two hex-heads or Allen-head screws at the top of the pump bocIyto 90-120 inllbs
of torque.

Pour engine oil into both the check ball and pressure relief orifices and install all the related
components in each.

TIP: If the pump driveshaft
is still in your engine install 6-
the return gear and the key
an the shaft. Then slide it 7.
into the body. install the
feed gears and push the
drives haft out. This will 8-
allow you to install the key
and circ1ip.

L ,"m IT",¥AI,{NING
Be sure that you do not
bend the cirdip. If it comes
loose. the key may fall out.

[ WA~E!NG ~
Gasket sealant may interfere 3-
with engine lubrication if
allowed to enter oil pump or
passages machined in case.
Damage related to improper
use of gasket sealant will
not be covered under the
5&5 warranty.

OIL PUMP PRIMING

Oil Tank Below Oil Pump

1- Verify that your oil linesare connected in the correct positions.

2- Remove the oil pump check ball and spring.

3- Pour engine oil into the check ball port until it fills up. Allow it to drain down and note the
time that elapses. Refill the port and continue to watch it drain down until it reaches the
slowest possible time.

4- Fill the port one last time and put the check ball and spring back in place.

Engine Out of Bike or Oil Tank Above Oil Pump

1- Start by removing the check ball and spring.

2- Attach a 12-inch length of clear tubing to the oil pump supply fitting and position it 50 it stands
vertically-if the engine isalready in a motorcycle. just use the installed oil line for this procedure.

Fill the tubing with the oil you will use in the motorcycle when it is on the street.

Rotate the pump drive shaft gear towards the right side of the engine. refilling the tubing until
no air bubbles come out of the check ball cavity.

S- Put the check ball and spring back in place and put a protective cap or seal over the supply fitting.

L =z WAR~I~G
Air lock or cavitation can
occur if trapped air is not
released from oil pump 3-
after installation. It can 4-
occur with a new pump as
well as a used pump that
has been removed from
engine. and interferes with
oil circulation.
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